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 Rare earth half-Heuslers LnPtBi have been proposed to be candidates of topological 

materials. These materials enable integration of magnetism with nontrivial band topology, thus 

offering great opportunities to search for exotic quantum phenomena. In this paper, we report 

unusual magnetic and transport properties of antiferromagnetic DyPtBi. We show that DyPtBi 

hosts a delicate balance between two different magnetic ground states, which can be controlled by 

a moderate magnetic field. Furthermore, it exhibits a giant anomalous Hall effect (𝜎𝐴 =

1540 Ω−1 𝑐𝑚−1, 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 = 24 %)  in a field-induced Type-I spin structure, representing a rare 

realization of anomalous Hall effect in an antiferromagnet with face-center-cubic lattice that was 

proposed in [Physical Review Letters 87, 116801 (2001)].  
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Since the discovery of topological insulators (TIs), integration of non-trivial band topology 

and magnetism has been long sought after due to both fundamental scientific interest and potential 

technological applications [1]. The interplay between topology and magnetism is anticipated to 

give rise to a rich variety of novel topological quantum phenomena. For instance, anomalous 

quantum Hall effect [2] and axion insulators [3] have been predicted when integrating magnetism 

with TIs. Experimentally, a few magnetic topological materials have been confirmed, such as the 

intrinsic antiferromagnetic topological insulator MnBi2Te4 [5], the ferromagnetic Weyl 

semimetals Co3Sn2S2 [6-8], Co2MnGa [9]. The search for magnetic topological materials 

exhibiting exotic quantum phenomena has been continuously attracting intense research efforts 

from the condensed matter physics and materials science communities.   

 Along this line, magnetic metals featuring heavy elements provide an appealing platform 

to integrate magnetism with the non-trivial band topology. In particular, the rare earth half-Heusler 

family (LnPtBi) has become a focal point for magnetic topological material research owing to the 

following merits. First, many members of the LnPtBi family are known to develop long-range 

magnetic order [10-13]. Second, all elements in LnPtBi are in the fifth row of the periodic table, 

thus possessing strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Third, as a result of the strong SOC, non-trivial 

band topology is anticipated for LnPtBi due to the critical band touching at Γ point, a feature 

similar to that of HgTe [14]. For instance, GdPtBi has been predicted to be a candidate of 

antiferromagnetic TI [3] and large anomalous Hall effect (AHE) has been observed which was 

attributed to Berry curvature associated with the magnetic field-induced avoided band crossing or 

Weyl nodes near the Fermi level [11].   

 In this paper, we report magnetic susceptibility, transport, and neutron diffraction studies 

of DyPtBi, a member of the LnPtBi family. We show that below the Neel temperature TN = 3.5 K 
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DyPtBi undergoes two field-induced phase transitions at 𝜇0𝐻𝑐1  =  1.4 T and 𝜇0𝐻𝑐2  =  3.7 T, 

with the spin structure varying from Type-II to canted Type-I and then to canted Type-II. 

Interestingly, we observe a giant anomalous Hall signal (𝜎𝐴 = 1540 Ω−1 𝑐𝑚−1, 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 = 24 %) 

concomitant with the canted Type-I antiferromagnetic structure, a feature that was initially 

predicted nearly two decades ago [15]. These phenomena are drastically distinct from those 

reported in other LnPtBi compounds. This study points towards the intertwined nature of 

magnetism, electronic band structure and its topology in DyPtBi. 

 Single crystals of DyPtBi were grown using flux method [16,17]. Magnetic susceptibility 

measurements of DyPtBi were carried out using a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device 

(SQUID), and electronic transport measurements were conducted using a Physical Property 

Measurement System (PPMS). Field dependent single crystal neutron diffraction experiments 

were performed at High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) 

and NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) separately, with the sample oriented in the (H H 

L) scattering plane and magnetic field applied along the [1 1̅ 0] direction, where H and L are in 

reciprocal lattice units (r. l. u.). Measurements at HFIR were done using the Fixed-Incident Energy 

Triple-Axis Spectrometer (FIE-TAX) on the HB-1A beam line with a neutron wavelength λ = 

2.363 Å and a collimator setting of 40’-40’-40’-80’, and the sample was loaded in a XXX (a 

magnet cryostat). The experiment at NCNR was carried out on the Multi Axis Crystal 

Spectrometer (MACS) [18] with a wavelength λ = 2.462 Å and the sample was loaded in a dilution 

fridge. In addition, zero-field single crystal neutron diffraction measurements were also conducted 

using four-circle neutron diffractometer (HB3A) with a neutron wavelength λ = 1.003 Å at HFIR, 

ORNL [19].   
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 DyPtBi crystalizes in the space group F-43m (No. 216) with the lattice parameters 𝑎 =

𝑏 = 𝑐 = 6.6440 Å and 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 𝛾 = 90°. Figure 1(a) shows the crystal structure of DyPtBi, in 

which each constituent element forms a face-center-cubic (FCC) lattice that interpenetrates each 

other. Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility 𝜒(𝑇) measured at H = XX Oe and zero-field 

longitudinal resistivity 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝑇)  are shown in Fig. 1(b), and their expanded views in the low 

temperature regime are presented in Fig. 1(c).  A sudden drop in 𝜒(𝑇) is observed below TN = 3.5 

K, indicating a paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic phase transition. Concurrently, a sudden 

increase of 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝑇)  is observed below TN, suggesting coupling between localized magnetic 

moments and itinerant electrons. Additionally, a semiconducting feature is clearly seen at high 

temperature, as evidenced by a moderate increase followed by decrease in 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝑇). Similar features 

have been observed in GdPtBi [11].  The slightly smaller value of TN obtained in 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝑇) compared 

to that in 𝜒(𝑇)  is presumably because 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝑇) was measured during cooling down instead of 

warming up.  

 The blue curve in Fig. 1(d) shows the isothermal magnetization 𝑀(𝐻) measurements at T 

= 2 K with the magnetic field applied along the [0 0 1] direction, which show several distinct 

features. There are two sharp increases in the measured magnetization, one at 𝜇0𝐻𝑐1 = 1.4 T and 

the other at 𝜇0𝐻𝑐2 = 3.7 T. As to be discussed next, these two sudden changes in magnetization 

does not correspond to the more commonly observed spin flop transition [20]; instead, they are 

associated with phase transitions from one canted antiferromagnetic state to another one. As such, 

we denote three regions with different magnetic structures [Fig. 2(a)] by region I (0 - Hc1), region 

II (Hc1 - Hc2) and region III (> Hc2).  

 To understand the magnetic structure associated with different regions, we performed 

single crystal neutron diffraction measurements in the presence of magnetic fields (�⃗� ∥ [1 1̅ 0]). 
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Fig. 2(a) shows the neutron diffraction contour map in the [H H L] scattering plane at T = 0.12 K 

and µ0H = 0 T after background subtraction (background data measured at T = 7 K). There are a 

couple of interesting features which should be pointed out. First, nuclear Bragg peaks (for instance, 

the (0 0 2) Bragg peak) show noticeable residual intensity even after subtracting the background, 

indicating an enhancement of nuclear Bragg peaks at low temperature. As discussed in the 

Supplemental Materials [21], the residual nuclear Bragg peak intensity does not indicate existence 

of ferromagnetic moment, which is in agreement with the M(H) data shown in Fig. 1(d). Instead, 

it originates from the decrease of extinction of neutron scattering due to the structural distortion 

which accompanies with the magnetic phase transition. Second, multiple magnetic Bragg peaks 

positioning at (H H L) with half integer values of H and L are clearly observed (for instance, 

highlighted along the dashed line in Fig. 2(a)), suggesting a propagation wave vector of  �⃗� 2 = (1/2 

1/2 1/2). By collecting the magnetic Bragg peak intensities and performing Rietveld refinement 

[22], the obtained antiferromagnetic structure is illustrated in Fig. 2(d). Dysprosium spins order 

ferromagnetically within the (1 1 1) plane while spins of neighboring planes along the [1 1 1] 

direction align antiparallel to each other. Following the conventions used in Ref. [23] for an 

antiferromagnetic FCC lattice, this spin structure is denoted as Type-II, the same as the magnetic 

ground state of GdPtBi [11] and YbPtBi [24]. The black curve plotted in Fig. 1(c) represents the 

temperature dependence of scattering intensity of the (1/2 1/2 1/2) magnetic Bragg peak, which 

emerges below TN, consistent with the magnetic susceptibility measurement. 

 Figure 2(b, c) present the background-subtracted neutron diffraction contour map 

measured at µ0H = 2 T and 4 T, respectively. Interestingly, at µ0H = 2 T the magnetic Bragg peaks 

with half integer values of H and L disappear; Instead, a new set of magnetic Bragg peaks emerge, 

which are characterized by a propagation wave vector �⃗� 1 = (0 0 1). The corresponding refined 
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magnetic structure is illustrated in Fig. 2(e), where spins are ferromagnetically aligned within the 

ab-plane, while antiferromagnetically aligned between neighboring ab-planes along the c-axis. 

This spin configuration is referred to as Type-I [23], which has been observed in NdPtBi [10] and 

CePtBi [25] measured at zero field. In addition, the residual intensity of nuclear Bragg peaks 

observed at zero field nearly diminishes at µ0H = 2 T, which implies that the lattice distortion 

lessens and consequently the neutron extinction effects gets enhanced (also see Fig. XX in the 

Supplemental Materials). Surprisingly, at µ0H = 4 T magnetic Bragg peaks characterized by �⃗� 1 =

(0 0 1) propagation vector disappear, while magnetic Bragg peaks characterized by �⃗� 2 = (1/2 1/2 

1/2) re-emerge with weaker intensity, as shown in Fig. 2(c). That is, at µ0H = 4 T DyPtBi exhibits 

Type-II spin structure again. The refined spin structure is presented in Fig. 2(f), where spins point 

along the c-axis in contrast to the ab-plane spin configuration measured at zero field shown in Fig. 

2(d). In addition, a large ferromagnetic component is observed, which is consistent with the M(H) 

measurement.  

 The red and black curves in Fig. 1(d) represent the field dependence of neutron scattering 

intensity of (1/2 1/2 1/2) and (0 0 1) respectively, measured at T = 1.5 K. One can see that two 

transitions between Type-I and Type-II magnetic phases occur at 𝜇0𝐻𝑐1 = 1.4 T and 𝜇0𝐻𝑐2 =

3.7 T, which coincides with the sharp jumps in M(H) curves. It was shown that for a perfect 

antiferromagnetic FCC lattice with only nearest-neighbor interactions taken into account, Type-I 

and Type II spin configurations are degenerate [23]. Our observations in the neutron diffraction 

measurements suggest that these two spin configurations are nearly degenerate in DyPtBi and that 

the systems show strong spin-lattice coupling. Slight lattice distortion or a moderate magnetic field 

can readily tip the delicate balance between the two distinct spin configurations. It is worth noting 

that such a feature has not been observed in other LnPtBi, such as GdPtBi [11] and TbPtBi [12]. 
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Considering the large SOC and spin-charge coupling in DyPtBi, a natural question arises: 

what is the electronic response in the presence of magnetic field and how does it correlate to the 

magnetic structure change? To address this, we first present the longitudinal resistivity (𝜌𝑥𝑥) 

measured as a function of magnetic field in Fig. 3 (a). Above TN, 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝐻) increases monotonically 

with increasing field. In contrast, 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝐻) shows a much more complex behavior below TN. In 

region I, 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝐻) initially increases slowly and then drops sharply as external field approaches Hc1; 

In region II, 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝐻) increases slowly before it sharply increases near Hc2; finally in region III, 

𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝐻) gradually increases with magnetic field. Such highly non-monotonic feature of 𝜌𝑥𝑥(𝐻) 

below TN in DyPtBi is beyond the scope of conventional magnetoresistance theories. Instead, the 

fact that the sharp changes of 𝜌𝑥𝑥 only occur at Hc1 and Hc2 where the magnetic structure changes 

signals a significant modification of its electronic structure by the underlying magnetic structure.      

The magnetic structure in metallic systems can influence not only  electronic band structure, 

but also band topology. This is exemplified by the modification of the electronic band structure in 

GdPtBi [11], TbPtBi [12] and CePtBi [25], where the field-induced canted antiferromagnetic 

structure gives rise to avoided band crossing or Weyl nodes. The resultant enhanced Berry 

curvature leads to large AHE. Previous angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) 

measurements have found that GdPtBi and DyPtBi exhibit similar Fermi surface in the 

paramagnetic state [26]. Considering that the zero-field magnetic ground state of both compounds 

has Type-II spin structure, it is reasonable to postulate that the electronic structures of both 

compounds are similar as well below TN. As non-trivial band topology is predicted for the rare 

earth half Heusler compounds LnPtBi [14], it is thus tempting to examine the AHE in DyPtBi.  

Figure 3(b) shows the Hall resistivity 𝜌𝑥𝑦  measured as a function of field at various 

temperatures. One can see that 𝜌𝑥𝑦(𝐻) measured below TN behaves quite differently from that 
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measured above TN with additional “bumps” appearing at low fields. In general, 𝜌𝑥𝑦  can be 

expressed as 𝜌𝑥𝑦 = 𝜌𝑁 + Δ𝜌𝑥𝑦  for magnetic materials. 𝜌𝑁  refers to the normal Hall effect 

(𝜌𝑁 ∝ 𝐻), and Δ𝜌𝑥𝑦 refers to AHE which includes the extrinsic terms arising from skew scattering 

and side-jump and/or the intrinsic terms which are associated with the spin texture, the Berry 

curvature due to non-trivial band-topology, etc [27].  Since 𝜌𝑥𝑦 at T = 20 K is linearly proportional 

to H [Fig. S(XXX)], suggesting that only the normal Hall effect is present, we set 𝜌𝑁 = 𝜌𝑥𝑦(20 𝐾). 

In Fig. 3(c) we plot Δ𝜌𝑥𝑦 = 𝜌𝑥𝑦 − 𝜌𝑥𝑦(20 𝐾)  for measurements done above TN. At each 

temperature Δ𝜌𝑥𝑦 is composed of two over-lapping broad peaks, which decrease in amplitude and 

move to higher field as the temperature increases. Similar AHE features have been observed in 

CePtBi [25], GdPtBi [11], and TbPtBi [12], which are mainly attributed to the enhanced Berry 

curvature in momentum space due to the modified band topology.   

Compared to other LnPtBi compounds, the most striking feature of AHE in DyPtBi is the  

Δ𝜌𝑥𝑦 measured below TN as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3(d). Three domes in the whole 

measurement range are clearly observed, corresponding to three different magnetic phases as 

discussed above (Fig. 2d-2f). In the large Hall angle limit, Hall conductivity 𝜎𝑦𝑥 =
𝜌𝑥𝑦

(𝜌𝑥𝑥
2 +𝜌𝑥𝑦

2 )
 is the 

appropriate measure to quantify the AHE response [27]. In the upper panel of Fig. 3(d) we plot the 

Hall conductivity measured below TN. 𝜎𝑥𝑦 measured at T = 20 K is also plotted as a reference 

background. Interestingly, below TN large 𝜎𝑥𝑦 shows up only in region II between µ0Hc1 and µ0Hc2.  

Particularly, 𝜎𝑥𝑦 exhibits a sharp and narrow peak at T = 2 K near Hc1. This peak becomes broader 

as temperature increases.  
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In order to quantify the anomalous Hall response, we turn to the anomalous Hall 

conductivity (𝜎𝐴 = 𝜎𝑦𝑥 − 𝜎𝑁) and anomalous Hall angle [𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 =
𝜎𝑦𝑥

𝜎𝑥𝑥
−

𝜎𝑦𝑥

𝜎𝑥𝑥
|𝑇=20 𝐾]. The normal 

Hall conductivity 𝜎𝑁  is estimated using the Hall data at 20 𝐾 (≫ 𝑇N = 3.5 𝐾) , i. e. 𝜎𝑁 =

𝜎𝑦𝑥 (20 𝐾). In Fig. 4(a), we show a map of 𝜎𝐴 as a function of temperature and magnetic field. 

We can clearly see a moderate shoulder signal (~ 600 Ω−1 𝑐𝑚−1) which extends to around 9 K. 

We also observe a sharp peak in the region of interests (ROI), as labeled by the black frame in Fig. 

4(a). The ROI refers to the region with 2 𝐾 < 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑁 = 3.6 𝐾 and 𝜇0𝐻𝑐1 < 𝜇0𝐻 < 𝜇0𝐻𝑐2. 𝜎𝐴 

maximizes at 1540 Ω−1 𝑐𝑚−1, which is exceptionally large compared to most materials reported 

thus far [27]. Anomalous Hall angle 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 measured at different temperatures are presented in Fig. 

4(b). We find that 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 varies with the magnetic transition. Above TN, a broad peak in 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 is 

observed, which decreases in amplitude and centers at higher fields as temperature increases, a 

feature similar to GdPtBi [11] and TbPtBi [12]. Below TN, we observe a sharp peak of 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸, with 

the maximum reaching ~ 25% near 𝜇0𝐻𝑐1,;  𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 decreases sharply as the field approaches 𝜇0𝐻𝑐2.  

To highlight the large magnitude of the observed anomalous Hall response, a comparison 

of 𝜎𝐴 and 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 between DyPtBi and other materials is made in Fig. 4(c). A wide range of  𝜎𝐴 has 

been reported in various materials [6,11,28-33] and different mechanisms of AHE have been 

proposed, including spin chirality due to non-coplanar spin structure (red), spin texture (green), 

Berry curvature in momentum space (blue) [6,11,27]. Nevertheless, large 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 (>10%) reported 

thus far has been exclusive to materials with large Berry curvature in momentum space. For 

instance, the large 𝜎𝐴 and 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 in GdPtBi [11] and TbPtBi [12] measured below and above TN 

have been attributed to the enhanced Berry curvature due to the field-induced Weyl nodes or 

avoided band crossing of Γ6 − Γ8 bands near the Fermi level. We anticipate similar mechanism to 

be responsible for the AHE observed in DyPtBi above TN, considering similar Fermi surface in the 
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paramagnetic state in GdPtBi and DyPtBi as revealed in ARPES measurements [26].  However, 

below TN the anomalous Hall signal in DyPtBi is more intriguing. As described above and shown 

in Fig. 4(b), in contrast to a broad peak in 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 observed above TN, below TN a sharp peak of 

𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸  is observed around 𝜇0𝐻𝑐1and 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 decreases sharply to near zero at 𝜇0𝐻𝑐2. Furthermore, 

within region II, both 𝜎𝐴 and 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 are significantly enhanced with their maximal values reaching 

1540 Ω−1 𝑐𝑚−1  and  24 %  respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(a, b, c). Therefore, a different 

mechanism is needed to account for the distinct features observed in region II in DyPtBi.   

Spin chirality mechanism proposed by Shindou and Nagaosa nearly two decades ago for 

Type-I antiferromagnet on a distorted FCC lattice [15] offers the most probable explanation. First, 

canted Type-I antiferromagnetic structure is observed exclusively in region II, as evidenced by the 

magnetization and neutron diffraction measurements shown in Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 2(b, e), where 

the anomalous Hall signal (𝜎𝐴, 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸)  is the most pronounced. Second, lattice distortion is 

observed in DyPtBi in region I with Type-II spin structure at low field. As the magnetic field 

approaches Hc1, DyPtBi is on the verge of transitioning into type-I AFM structure. Near this phase 

transition, non-zero spin chirality is anticipated to be the most prominent [34], leading to a sharp 

increase of the anomalous Hall signal. Above Hc1, the lattice distortion reduces, and the canted 

ferromagnetic component gets enhanced while the ordered antiferromagnetic moment decreases 

with increasing magnetic field, which results in gradual decrease of anomalous Hall signal. Finally, 

when the magnetic field approaches Hc2, the magnetic structure returns to canted Type-II AFM, 

giving rise to the sharp decrease of anomalous Hall signal as observed in Fig. 4(b). Future 

theoretical studies on the electronic structure, band topology, and their effects on AHE in regions 

with different magnetic configurations in DyPtBi are warranted.    
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In summary, we have established DyPtBi as another interesting topological material of the 

LnPtBi family. Although its physical behavior above TN is similar to its cousins, DyPtBi stands 

out as a system displaying sequential field-induced magnetic phase transitions. Giant anomalous 

Hall signal (𝜎𝐴 = 1540 Ω−1 𝑐𝑚−1, 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 = 24 %) is observed in the intermediate field region, 

which accompanies the emergence of Type-I antiferromagnetic structure. This system represents 

a rare experimental realization of AHE in antiferromagnets on a distorted FCC lattice, allowing to 

investigate the intricate interplay between magnetism, electronic band structure and its topology. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 (a) Crystal structure of DyPtBi. Dysprosium atoms are in blue, platinum atom in silver 

and bismuth atom in purple. (b) Magnetic susceptibility (blue) and longitudinal resistivity (red) 

of DyPtBi measured as a function of temperature. (c) An expanded view of (b) in the low 

temperature region, which is over-plotted with the order parameter scan of magnetic Bragg peak 

(0.5 0.5 0.5). (d) Isothermal magnetization M(µ0H) curve (blue) of DyPtBi measured at T = 2 K 

(upper panel), which is over-plotted with the field dependence of neutron diffraction intensity of 

two characteristic magnetic Bragg peak (0 0 1) and (0.5 0.5 0.5) measured at T = 1.5 K. 

Figure 2 (a-c) Neutron diffraction intensity contour map in the [H H L] scattering plane 

measured in the presence of different magnetic fields applied along the [11̅0] direction. The data 

measured at T = 7 K were used for background subtraction. (d-f) The corresponding 

antiferromagnetic spin structure obtained from Rietveld refinements. 

Figure 3 (a) Field dependent 𝜌𝑥𝑥 measured above (upper panel) and below (lower panel) TN. (b) 

Field dependent 𝜌𝑥𝑦 measured at different temperatures. (c) Anomalous Hall resistivity Δ𝜌𝑥𝑦 

measured above TN. (d) Δ𝜌𝑥𝑦 (lower panel) and Hall conductivity 𝜎𝑦𝑥 (upper panel) measured 

below TN. 𝜎𝑦𝑥 measured at T = 20 K is also shown as a reference. 

Figure 4 (a) Color coded surface plot of anomalous Hall conductivity 𝜎𝐴 as a function of 

temperature and applied field. (b) Anomalous Hall angle 𝜃𝐴𝐻𝐸 measured above (upper panel) and 

below (lower panel) TN. (c) A comparison of the observed anomalous Hall response of DyPtBi 

with other reported systems. The grey curve is the data taken from field scan at T = 4 K (T > TN) 

and the blue curve is data taken from field scan at T = 2 K (T < TN). Strong enhancement of the 

anomalous Hall response is evident. 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3.(add (a)-(d)) 
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Figure 4. 
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